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MUCH LIKE WORKING
WITH STUDENTS, I
STRIVE TO REACH
TEACHERS THROUGH
THEIR LEARNING
STYLES.
Chagrin Falls already had excellent systems and resources when I
started, so I put my efforts in helping all teachers access those
resources and use technology to support student learning.



ONE OF MY FIRST
EFFORTS WAS TO
CREATE A DATABASE OF
OUR TECHNOLOGY
RESOURCES 
I created a website that includes our
twice-weekly technology tips and a
database of suggested programs

https://sites.google.com/chagrinschools.org/chagrintechnology/home


MY COLLEAGUES AND I
WERE MAKING A LOT
OF HIGH-QUALITY
MATERIALS, BUT IT
WAS GETTING BURIED
IN STAFF INBOXES

So I created a series of posters, which change bi-
monthly, that I posted around the district in high-
visibility areas with QR codes linking those
posters to make it easier for teachers to learn
about the tools quickly.



PARTNERING WITH
TEACHERS
Another goal for this year was to establish
partnerships between me and staff members.

Through diving into the curriculum, offering instructional coaching, and
helping to teach classes with teachers, I've had the opportunity to teach
with over 20 classes this year. I'm hoping that next year I will be able to
partner with more teachers and foster more connections.



Virtual Reality
The district purchased a set of 30 Virtual Reality
headsets but the software was out-of-date. I
wrote and was granted a grant that allowed us
to purchase updated software for the headsets.

I partner with teachers to support student
learning with the virtual reality trips. I find tours,
study the curriculum, and use a variety of
instructional strategies to extend learning with
virtual reality.



LOOKING AHEAD
This year I focused on easing the communication
challenges and building relationships with
teachers. Next year, I'm adding more
independent, small-group, and self-paced
professional learning options. 

Offering a host of choices for professional learning will allow
more teachers to access the district's offerings and provide
feedback for how I can shape our professional development
going forward.



Next Year's Initiatives:

TIGER STRIPES
CHALLENGE

We're rolling out a district-
wide challenge, inviting

teachers and buildings to
compete for prizes while

conducting their
professional learning

LUNCH AND
LEARNS

I'm offering professional
learning that's focused on the

programs that our district
supports during lunch hours

and providing food to fuel the
learning



Enduring
Learning

I hope that I can partner with staff and students to use technology
to support teaching and learning. Technology is a tool to support

content and encourage growth.



THANK YOU!
Thank you so much to my colleagues, friends, and
family. I so appreciate everything that they have done
to support me in my professional and personal
journey.


